FREEZE YOUR AMD RYZEN™ PROCESSOR

Cooling AMD Ryzen™ Processors with the ARCTIC Freezer Series

Keeping an AMD Ryzen™ processor cool comes down to two things: making sure the air flows properly through your case, and having a top-notch cooler to keep temperatures under control. We should know – here at ARCTIC, we’ve been cooling AMD processors since the early aughts (back when we were still called Arctic Cooling).

Today, our Freezer series has a cooler to meet all your AMD needs.

READ ON TO SEE WHICH FREEZER YOU NEED TO START COOLING YOUR SYSTEM TODAY.
FIND YOUR FREEZER

**Freezer 50 TR**
AMD® compatibility: sTR4

**Liquid Freezer II**
AMD® compatibility: AM4

**Freezer 33 Series**
AMD® compatibility: AM4, sTR4

**Freezer 34 Series**
AMD® compatibility: AM4

AVAILABLE SOON
from £29.99

AVAILABLE SOON
from £28.99
FIND YOUR FREEZER

Freezer 13 Series
AMD® compatibility: AM4, AM3+, AM2+, FM2+, FM1
from £26.99

Freezer 12 Series
AMD® compatibility: AM4
from £21.99

Freezer Xtreme
AMD® compatibility: AM4/3(+)/2(+)/1, FM2(+)/1
from £30.99

Freezer 7 Pro
AMD® compatibility: AM4, AM3+, AM3, AM2+, FM2, FM1
from £19.99